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ABSTRACT

While diffusion-based text-to-image (T2I) models provide a simple

and powerful way to generate images, guiding this generation

remains a challenge. For concepts that are difficult to describe

through language, users may struggle to create prompts. Moreover,

many of these models are built as end-to-end systems, lacking

support for iterative shaping of the image. In response, we introduce

PromptPaint, which combines T2I generation with interactions that

model how we use colored paints. PromptPaint allows users to go

beyond language to mix prompts that express challenging concepts.

Just as we iteratively tune colors through layered placements of

paint on a physical canvas, PromptPaint similarly allows users

to apply different prompts to different canvas areas and times of

the generative process. Through a set of studies, we characterize

different approaches for mixing prompts, design trade-offs, and

socio-technical challenges for generativemodels.With PromptPaint

we provide insight into future steerable generative tools.

CCS CONCEPTS

· Human-centered computing → Interactive systems and

tools; · Applied computing→ Arts and humanities; · Com-

puting methodologies→ Computer vision.
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1 INTRODUCTION

New diffusion-based techniques [58, 66, 68, 70] are enabling a wide

array of text-to-image (T2I) models. Prompt-driven image creation

allows even those without drawing or painting skills to produce

high-quality images. Unfortunately, simple text prompts are not
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always useful for getting what the user imagines in their mind.

While the proliferation of cutting-edge tools and demos make new

features available (e.g., Midjourney [57], Dream Studio [80], Gradio

demos [33], demos in Google Colab Notebooks [19]), guiding them

is still challenging.

Artists often create images in a step-by-step procedure: fixing,

refining, and improving their ideas as they go. People usually fol-

low specific workflows to produce visual arts, with intermediate

decisions between steps [26, 28, 91]. A key problem with gener-

ative models is that they work largely in an end-to-end fashion:

a prompt goes in and an image comes out, with little chance to

intervene in between. For example, in digital comics, artists create

the piece in multiple steps: sketching, flatting, shadowing, draw-

ing backgrounds, and adding special effects [91]. Each step allows

for refinement and control. AI systems often hide these intermedi-

ate steps. Similarly, images generated only with the user’s initial

prompts would limit what the user can do during artifact produc-

tion. A second problem is that natural language prompts are not

expressive enough for all intents. Just as we would be challenged

to describe the art we see, users may find it impossible to describe

the art they imagine. This is particularly hard when concepts are

ambiguous or don’t yet exist (e.g., a style with elements of both Im-

pressionism and Arte Nouveau). The user might not have sufficient

natural language descriptions for what they want. Such natural

language prompts also lack the ability to specifically control pa-

rameters (e.g., how do I get an image with a ‘flatness’ of 60%?).

To address these challenges, new technical approaches have

emerged to enable the gradual editing of visual content. For exam-

ple, we now see methods to ‘in-paint’ and ‘out-paint,’ adding or

revising visual elements on the existing image [7, 58, 69]. Users can

now also give an initial image to build up on the generation [7] or

the visual structure [93]. Researchers have also investigated tech-

nical approaches to mix prompts [50, 52] or edit images based on

natural language prompts [20, 34, 43, 84]. While the underlying

algorithms can help end-users control the images they produce,

there is very little consideration for how interactions should be

modeled to support the creation experience.

In this work, we explore how users can interact with T2I models

to enable the gradual building of artifacts while allowing flexible

exploration in the ‘art space.’ To facilitate the steering of T2I models,

we take inspiration from how artists interact with paint mediums

(e.g., oil paint or watercolor). The main characteristic of the paint

medium we leverage is the flexibility in the use and combination of

colors. While we start painting with discrete colors in color tubes,

we do not limit ourselves to those tubes but explore colors beyond

them by mixing them on the palette. Moreover, we apply them on

the canvas flexibly, either by overlaying different colors with each

other or by using different colors on different canvas areas. With
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Figure 1: PromptPaint allows flexible steering of diffusion-based text-to-image generation by combining prompt-based genera-

tion with paint medium-like interactions (e.g., oil painting, watercolor). After the user defines their prompts of interest (b), the

tool allows users to mix prompts as they would paint by: 1) interpolating them in the prompt palette (c, prompt mixing); or 2)

adding attributes (d, directional prompt). PromptPaint also allows for gradual shaping of the artifact by allowing 1) changing of

prompts during generation (c-1, g, prompt intervention) and 2) spatial selection of generation area (f, prompt stencil). Users

can make detailed generation specifications with configuration widgets (e) along with other image editing functions such as

moving image content, brushing, erasing, lassoing, and layer edits (a, h). The circle in the palette (c-2) indicates the user’s

selection of the mixed prompt on the palette.

PromptPaint we were inspired by this idea and implemented the

system to allow users to interact with prompts as they would with

colors. PromptPaint turns prompts into flexible materials that can

even target verbally indescribable concepts with prompt mixing

and directional prompt. PromptPaint modularizes image generation

by allowing users to apply varying prompts to different parts of

the canvas (prompt stencil) and different parts of the generation

process (prompt intervention).

With PromptPaint, we characterized different approaches in their

effectiveness for adding new attributes to an existing image. We

found that different strategies have different strengthsÐpromptmix-

ing and directional prompt were effective in adding a new attribute,

and prompt intervention and prompt stencil tend to transform the

image while maintaining the visual similarity to the original im-

age. We also conducted a user study to identify how users interact

with PromptPaint. From the user study, we found that different

ways to steer T2I generation could allow users to generate images

that align well with their intentions through iterations. However,

we also identified design trade-offs between 1) focused iteration

and curation and 2) manual editing and automation. Furthermore,

the high complexity and randomness of AI models could result

in a misalignment between AI behaviors and user expectations.

Lastly, while users had some sense of ownership of the resulting

artifacts, their expertise and alignment of the produced artifact with

expectations can impact that sense of ownership. From the findings,

we discuss insights into adopting paint-medium interactions in

designing future versions of generative tools.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

2.1 Painting From Physical to Digital

The act of rendering an image by applying paint to canvas is an im-

portant form of creative expression [28]. łPersonal causationž [24],

or the change in the world by an individual, is an intrinsic satis-

faction of painting. Painting enables unique ways of expressing

ideas and emotions than other mediums, such as poetry or music.

Critically, painting often involves continuous judgments during the

process [28], which can be routinized in a workflow for a specific

artifact type [26, 91]. These characteristics hint at the limitations

of existing T2I models. First, not all visual ideas can be described
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with text. Ideally, the way we craft an image should be closer to the

medium itself. Second, the gradual judgments and iterations inher-

ent in the painting are difficult with T2I models. Third, removing

the physical act of painting, as T2I models do, reduces the feeling of

łpersonal causation.ž With PromptPaint, our goal is to address these

concerns using painting interactions. The combination of painting

interactions with generative approaches supports the balance of

direct manipulation with intelligent interfaces [74].

Researchers have designed many tools for painting and drawing.

Some tools guided novice users without directly intervening in

user drawings [39, 87]. Others augment by adding corrections to

the drawn results [30, 51, 82, 90]. There are tools to target specific

sub-problems in painting (e.g., flexible exploration of colors with

color mixing interactions [75, 76]). Instead of supporting łexist-

ing drawing/painting practices,ž some systems enabled users to

generate novel types of artifacts with computationally enhanced

brushes [9, 40, 72]. With AI, systems can now support co-creation,

where humans andmachines take turns in drawing [23, 59]. Prompt-

Paint builds upon these approaches by bringing diffusion-based T2I

models closer to interactions with paint mediums.

2.2 AI Image Generation

There have been many approaches to generating images (beyond

T2I diffusion models) with neural networks ranging from style

transfer algorithms [27, 31, 73] to generative adversarial networks

(GAN) [16, 32]. The most recent approaches include diffusion mod-

els that learn to recover images from noisy images [35]. These

generate higher-quality images compared to other approaches, and

researchers have devised ways to guide their generation with spe-

cific classes [25, 36].

In parallel to these techniques, new models include trained rep-

resentations that combine text and images. CLIP [64], for example,

enables natural language guidance for image generation [21, 48].

Diffusion-based T2I models are some of the most popular due to

their flexibility, ability to follow input prompts, and high-quality

output [58, 66, 70]. However, these models are largely end-to-end in

their approach (prompt in, image out). Therefore, imbuing more hu-

man intention into the generated results can be challenging. Various

approaches have tried to tackle this problem, from seeding an initial

image to be transformed [7, 56] to combining two different prompts

to realize them in the image [52], generating an image of one prompt

while having the overall form of another prompt [50], editing or ex-

panding images with visual masking [7, 58, 69], editing images with

prompts [10, 20, 34, 43, 62, 84], giving visual structures [37, 49, 93],

and automatically refining prompts [86]. Although these introduced

technical approaches to gradually and iteratively shape images, they

are largely unconcerned with the interaction model. We address

this limitation by combining diffusion approaches with novel inter-

action techniques inspired by physical acts of painting.

2.3 Interaction with AI Generation

There are numerous approaches to steer AI generations. Controls

vary from category selection [16, 47] (e.g., happy vs. sad face) to

sliders on a fixed continuous semantic scale [15, 22, 55, 61] (e.g.,

melody on a positive-negative scale). More flexible control of con-

tinuous scales includes explorable galleries [92], user-definable

sliders [17], or visual sketches [18]. Although more flexible, these

approaches limit options to a somewhat constrained set. An alter-

native to widget-based controls is using examples as inputs [60, 73]

(e.g., generating an image similar to the example). Although tech-

nically flexible in receiving łany examples,ž steering these mod-

els can be challenging as searching for another desirable exam-

ple can be difficult. With advances in language models [11] and

contrastive learning between text and other mediums [2, 64, 88],

natural language prompts are used for model steering. Prompts

can steer generation of texts [11, 81, 89], images [52, 54, 66, 70], UI

designs [45], codes [13], 3D models [41, 63], music [2], and even

videos [77, 85]. Prompting has comparative advantages over other

approaches, as it does not limit the input the user can make. That

is, with the obvious exception that they need to be able to say it.

Textual prompts can also be challenging due to: 1) the wide variety

of ways to describe something; and 2) the difficulty in describing

some concepts due to ambiguity or vagueness (e.g., ła bit less vivid

colorž). Mixing prompts can help overcome these challenges by

providing the grounding of a set of ‘base’ textual prompts but with

the ability to select the vague semantic spaces between the prompts.

Some interfaces explored this approach by showing multiple results

from prompts with different mixing weights [5]. PromptPaint adopt

paint-medium-like interactions to allow users to visually explore

and iterate mixed prompts.

Finally, we should consider how the generation processes and re-

sults are embedded into the human art creation process. Generative

models should be able to provide intermediate representations [91],

which align with the user workflow and allow easy edits and itera-

tions. However, generative models are often designed to produce

high-fidelity, final artifacts. With GAN models, Endo explored one

approach to enable edits, by allowing iteration on high-fidelity im-

age generation with the user’s direct manipulation input [29]. In

diffusion-based T2I model contexts, researchers and practitioners

investigated ways to repurpose generation results as a modularized

unit in the human creation process. As introduced in Section 2.2,

editing with seed images, masking, or prompts would be specific

examples. However, not many approaches have looked at how to

allow users to intervene during generation. We investigate both

approaches to 1) repurposing generated results as a modularized

unit for human artistic creation and 2) allowing user interaction

during the generation process.

3 INTERACTINGWITH GENERATIVE
MODELS LIKE PAINT MEDIUM

While the goals of generating artifacts might not directly corre-

spond to those of manual painting, we propose that analogies from

painting interactions can facilitate the design of steering interac-

tions for generative models (Figures 2 and 4). We focus on two

different aspects. The first is going beyond discrete semantics (e.g.,

categories, prompts) for specifying generation and flexibly explor-

ing semantics in the vector space. With the paint-medium analogy,

we connect this to color-mixing interactions. The second is allow-

ing the gradual generation of artifacts, similar to how we gradually

apply colors when we paint. In the following, we detail the connec-

tions between the steering of generative models and paint-medium

interactions.
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Vector Paint

Dog Cat

Dog

Dog+cat

chimera

Shifting

Interpolating

Figure 2: Mapping vector space exploration to paint color

mixing. Discrete semantics (e.g., categories, prompts, or ex-

amples) are represented as a rounded square in Vector. They

can map to discrete color tubes in Paint. Using the analogy,

the user can explore semantics between discrete ones in a

way similar to how they would explore colors by mixing.

3.1 Mixing Colors: Exploring Vector Spaces

Discrete input modalities of categories, examples, and prompts spec-

ify the semantics of generation while being easily comprehended

by users. Generative models, such as language models [18, 47], style

transfer algorithms [73], GANs [3, 42], or diffusion models [66, 70],

first transform these inputs into vector representations. As a vector

is a continuous representation, describing representations between

discrete semantics would be difficult with only discrete interfaces

(e.g., varying degress of ‘chimeras’ of cat and a dog). However,

there are cases where users want to work with such semantics. For

example, in some situations that are difficult to verbally describe,

users might want to use vector representation spaces. Such a need

would also arise when the user wants to do fine-grained control

of an attribute, like adjusting the roughness of image textures or

the fluffiness of a dog. Moreover, exploration of intermediate se-

mantics would facilitate realizing eclecticism, where the artist tries

to mix different styles together [38]. Previous work has shown

that such manipulation is doable by interpolating discrete seman-

tics [18, 44, 65] or shifting semantics with directional vectors about

concepts [61, 71]. However, these approaches have not generally

offered ways of turning vector manipulations into accessible in-

teractions, specifically when the user can flexibly specify different

discrete semantics (e.g., prompts).

To explore vector representations, we introduce the idea of in-

teracting with discrete semantics in a way similar to how we mix

physical paint colors. When paints are used, they come into our

hands in color tubes, each having one discrete color. However,

when applying them to the canvas, we do not limit ourselves to

those discrete choices. Rather, we create new colors by mixing on

a palette. Using this idea, we introduce the interaction of mixing

different discrete semantics in a semantic palette. Analogically, each

discrete semantic of categories, examples, or prompts would map

to a discrete color for the paint mediums (Figure 2).

The first specific approach to mixing discrete semantics is to

interpolate them, by mixing two or more discrete semantics on the

semantic palette and exploring the space between them (top row of

Figure 2). For example, to render an image of a chimera of a cat and

a dog with T2I models, the user would interpolate the semantics of

Semantic 1

Semantic 2 Semantic 3

Semantic Mix

Addition of 

shifting 

semantics

Figure 3: Using palette interaction for semantic mix has the

benefit in that the interpolation and the shifting can be rep-

resented in the same interface.

a cat and a dog. This would be similar to spreading colors to mix

them and using intermediate gradients of those colors.

The second approach is shiftingÐadding a directional semantic

for fine-grained control (bottom row of Figure 2). With a paint

medium, this would be like adding a small amount of a different

color to change the characteristics of the used color (e.g., making the

green color darker by adding a bit of black pigment). In our case, the

user can render an image of a dog with a certain level of fluffiness by

adding the semantics (analogically, łpigmentsž) of fluffiness to the

semantics of a dog. Note that these interactions could be adapted

to those generative techniques that can turn discrete ‘user-facing’

concepts into the vector space and then perform generation with

the vector representations.

Naturally, there can be other interactions to mix discrete seman-

tics. For example, we can mix prompts with sliders, each repre-

senting the weight of each prompt. Compared to such interactions,

palette interactions can represent the mix of semantics with two

visual signals: positions and colors on the palette. With palettes,

specifically, both interpolation and shifting can be shown in a sin-

gle interface. As in Figure 3, the palette interface can represent the

interpolation with a point in the mixed-color gradient and show

the shifting by adding the color to the selected interpolated point.

On the other hand, conventional sliders may become more com-

plex as the weights for interpolation and shifting would need to be

represented in separate sliders.

3.2 Colors onto Canvas: Gradual Generation

Generation models do not often allow user interventions during the

generative process. Thus, the experience of using generative models

can be far from łcreation,ž where the painter gradually shapes

the artifact, making decisions as they go. Instead, we suggest that

interventions could be applied by the end-user during the generative

process. Again, we take the analogy of painting, focusing on howwe

apply paint to the canvas. When we apply colors to the canvas, we

do not use the same paint for the whole area. Instead, we gradually

build the artifact with multiple paint strokes and overlapping layers.
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Paint

Multiple strokes on the same area

Drawing an image part-by-part

Interactions within generation

Generate an artifact part-by-partGeneration

Modularization

Figure 4: Mapping generation modularization to gradual

painting of an artifact. Within-generation interventions

would correspond to multiple strokes applied on the same

canvas area, and generating the artifact part-by-part would

map to drawing the image part-by-part.

We propose that modularizing the generation model temporally and

spatially would allow for interactive changes to steer the model.

We consider two forms of modularization. The first allows in-

teractions (temporally) within the generation process (red arrows

in Figure 4). One example interaction can be changing the guiding

prompt during generation. In our paint metaphor, this would be

similar to overlaying different paint strokes on the same area to

decide the final rendition. Not all models support this kind of in-

tervention, though the diffusion-based T2I model does. As we will

demonstrate, in diffusion-based T2I models, prompts that are used

in the earlier stage can decide the overall form of the image while

those in the later part decide the details. For example, brushing with

a łbanana on the groundž prompt-as-color first and then switching

to ła futuristic carž color would result in a futuristic car in the shape

of a banana.

The second form of modularization is the spatially partial gener-

ation of content (blue arrows in Figure 4). Analogically, this would

be equivalent to how people draw an image part by part. Again, not

all models are capable of this kind of focused generation. However,

in-painting and out-painting in diffusion-based T2I model can sup-

port this functionality [7, 58, 69]. For example, with T2I models, the

user can first generate the overall background and specific objects

later. In the language of prompts-as-color, a brush could be loaded

with an ‘ocean’ color and applied to the background to be followed

by the targeted application of the ‘boat’-color to certain areas.

4 PROMPTPAINT: INTERFACE

Using the interactions described in Section 3, we built PromptPaint,

an image creation tool powered by a diffusion-based T2I model (Fig-

ure 1). PromptPaint supports the flexible steering of the generative

model with 1) exploration and fine-grained control of prompt space

with prompt mixing and directional prompts, and 2) the gradual

building of images with prompt intervention and prompt stencils.

4.1 Canvas and Basic Editing Functions

PromptPaint presents a canvas where the user can create raster

images (Figure 1h) with basic image editing functions. This includes

moving/rotating images inside the canvas, brushing, erasing, and

Figure 5: Interactions to mix/detach prompts in the Prompt

Palette.

Figure 6: Example results of prompt mixing.

lassoing (from left to right of Figure 1a, except the right two). Fur-

thermore, the user can add layers, change their ordering, hide, or

even delete them (Figure 1h).

4.2 T2I Generation Functions

Through diffusion-based T2I functions, the user can generate im-

ages on the canvas. The user first specifies the prompts to guide the

generation (prompt mixing and directional prompt). The user can

then start the generation by specifying the area to which generation

results should be applied (prompt stencil). During generation, the

user can also change the guiding prompts (prompt intervention).

4.2.1 Prompt List. The user can add prompts in the Prompt List

(Figure 1b). They can add a new prompt with the + button. Each

added prompt has its own color (editable through a color picker)

and editable prompt text. The user can delete the prompt with the

X button.

4.2.2 Prompt Mixing. PromptPaint renders each prompt as a circle

in a palette area (Figure 1c). The user can move and organize these

prompts by dragging them (just as they could decide where to place

their paints on a regular palette). The user can ‘blend’ the prompts

though prompt mixing to explore the vector space between specified

łdiscretež prompts [44]. To do this, the user can directly manipulate

prompt color circles with an interaction similar to how we mix

paint mediums [76]. As in Figure 5, the user can touch one of the

prompts on another to mix two prompts. If the user wants to add a

third prompt to the mix, they can touch the already mixed gradient

with the third one. While the current version of PromptPaint allows

mixing a maximum of three prompts, future versions could allow

mixing more. If the user wants to detach a prompt from the mix,
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Figure 7: Example results of directional prompts. The center

is the result without a directional prompt and the left and

the right are results of applying directional prompts. The

rightmost and leftmost results applied the full vector differ-

ence between the two end prompts.

they can touch the prompt with another prompt within the mix. For

a generation input, the user can select one of the prompts or a point

from a mixed gradient of prompts. The selected will be rendered as

a circle (Figure 1c-2). The Prompt List will highlight the prompts

mixed in the selection in green (Figure 1b). PromptPaint would

interpolate these prompts to guide the diffusion model’s generation.

Figure 6 shows examples of mixing two different prompts with

prompt mixing.

4.2.3 Directional Prompt. Directional prompts allow users to shift

the prompts by introducing additional attributes [61, 71], with

interactions similar to adding other colors (Figure 1d). The user can

add a new directional prompt with the + button. With it, they can

set two ends with prompts and decide the direction of the attribute

to add. Each end has a unique, user-definable, color. After setting

the two ends, the user can toggle the slider to set the intensity

of the attribute to add. In Figure 1d, for example, the user can

add a slight amount of the łmattež attribute by moving the slider

closer to łmatte.ž As the user moves the slider to one end in the

directional prompt, the background color of the Prompt Palette

gradually changes to the unique color of the end. With multiple

directional prompts, this color changes to a mix of colors from the

ends, with weights according to the slider values. Figure 7 shows

examples of using directional prompts.

4.2.4 Prompt Stencil. After setting the prompt to use, the user can

gradually build the visual images with a prompt stencil. The user

can specify the area of the generation with brushing [7, 58, 69]

while Draw is selected (Figure 1e). As the user completes brushing,

PromptPaint starts to generate an image, with intermediate genera-

tion results shown to the user in real-time (Figure 8). The progress

bar in Figure 1g shows how much of the generation is done. The

user can repeat this process to fill in other canvas areas. Note that

the user can adjust the intensity of the guidance and the number of

intermediate steps with guide Scale and steps in Figure 1e.

Figure 8: With a prompt stencil, the user can specify the

area of generation with brushing (dark grey). When the user

completes brushing, the tool starts generating a part of the

image while showing the process to the user.

Figure 9: When applying prompt stencil upon the existing

image, for the area where the stencil is overlapping with the

existing image (A2), PromptPaint generates a new image that

is similar to the existing image based on the overcoat value

(higher, less similar).

Figure 10: Example results of overcoating generation. Images

are generated again from the far left image with varying

overcoat values (more right, higher overcoat values). Images

generated with higher overcoat values tend to be less similar

to the original image.

When the canvas already has images on the layer, PromptPaint

considers those existing content to generate new content. For exam-

ple, as in Figure 9A2, when the user’s new stencil overlaps with the

existing images, based on the overcoat value (Figure 1e), Prompt-

Paint tries to generate a new image that is similar to the already

generated images (the higher the overcoat value, the less similar).
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Figure 11: Example results of prompt intervention. Except

for the first column which did not change the prompt during

the generation, each column switched the guiding prompt at

a different point of the generation process.

Figure 10 shows the impact of varying overcoat values when gen-

erating an image again with the same prompt. We can also use

overcoating to change an image by using different prompts from

those used to generate the existing image.

4.2.5 Prompt Intervention. With prompt intervention, PromptPaint

allows interactions during the generation process. The user can

change either 1) the selection of the prompt in the Prompt Palette

or 2) the slider values for directional prompts. With the change of

prompts, as in Figure 11, prompts used in the earlier stage of the

generation tend to decide the overall form and color, while those

used in the later stage decide details. Hence, this technique can

maintain the visual form of the generation with iterations. However,

as in the second row of Figure 11, sometimes the generation result

does not change much even with early prompt intervention.

As the user can change the prompts during generation, Prompt-

Paint allows for control over the generation process. First, Prompt-

Paint visualizes the prompts used in previous generations as paths

in the palette interface as in Figure 1c-1. Note that the used direc-

tional prompts decide the colors of the dots. This visualization of

past paths helps users understand what they have tried and eases

iteration on different combinations of prompts. Furthermore, they

can stop and restart the generation (the button in Figure 1g changes

to either stop or start). When the user has stopped generation,

they can roll back the generation to a specific step, either by se-

lecting the past point in the progress bar (Figure 1g) or undoing

with ctrl and z keys. If the user wants to switch to past versions

of generations, they can click one of the dots on the past paths.

PromptPaint highlights the dot for the current generation step with

a green border. When restarting the generation, the user can also

set the number of steps processed in a single łroundž of generation,

with single stroke in Figure 1e.

Figure 12: The pipeline of diffusion-based text-to-imagemod-

els. It shows a specific version, which processes the diffusion

process in latent representation. The technical manipulation

of PromptPaint happens in the green dot, either by manipu-

lating vector-embedded prompts or intermediate latent.

5 PROMPTPAINT: TECHNICAL DETAILS

We describe the technical details of PromptPaint. First, we give

an overview of diffusion-based T2I generation models. Then, we

explain the technical approaches for each function and the imple-

mentation details.

5.1 Background: Diffusion-based T2I

While there are many variants of diffusion-based T2I generation

models [66, 70], we focus our explanation on the latent diffusion

models [68] we used. Latent diffusion models [66, 68, 70] can largely

be characterized by (Figure 12): 1) a text encoder that converts text

prompts into vectors used to guide diffusion, 2) a denoiser and

scheduler, which gradually process image generation by reducing

noise in the latent vectors of the image, and 3) a decoder, which

turns latent vectors into a higher resolution output image. Note that

the decoder is not the universal feature of diffusion-based T2I mod-

els, but helps with computational efficiency by processing images

in lower-dimension latent representations. Often the geometry of

the latent representation corresponds to the output image, whereas

the output image tends to have higher dimensions. When the image

on the canvas needs to be used for diffusion (e.g., overcoating), it

requires an encoder that encodes the image into a latent represen-

tation. All technical manipulations of PromptPaint occur in the

green dot of Figure 12, either by manipulating vector-encoded text

prompts (prompt mixing, directional prompts, prompt intervention)

or latent representations from the denoiser and scheduler (prompt

stencil).

5.2 Prompt Vector Manipulations

Prompt mixing and directional prompt manipulate the prompts in

the vector space embedded by the text encoder. Prompt mixing

interpolates different prompt vectors with weights [66] from the

user’s Prompt Palette (with proximity to each prompt):

𝑣𝑝𝑚 =

𝑁
∑︁

𝑤𝑝𝑖 𝑣𝑝𝑖 (1)

𝑣𝑝𝑚 ,𝑤𝑝𝑖 , and 𝑣𝑝𝑖 represent the interpolated vector, the weight of

each prompt, and the embedded vector of each prompt, respec-

tively. The directional prompt first calculates the directional vector
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between two different prompts:

𝑣𝑑 𝑗
= 𝑣𝑑 𝑗 1 − 𝑣𝑑 𝑗 2 (2)

where 𝑣𝑑 𝑗
indicates the directional vector and 𝑣𝑑 𝑗 1 and 𝑣𝑑 𝑗 2 stand

for the embedding of the prompts at both ends. Then, with weights

on the slider interfaces (𝑤𝑑 𝑗
), PromptPaint calculates the final input

of the prompt vector:

𝑣 𝑓 = 𝑣𝑝𝑚 +

𝑀
∑︁

𝑤𝑑 𝑗
𝑣𝑑 𝑗

(3)

Then, PromptPaint would use 𝑣 𝑓 as input to the denoiser model to

guide the denoising process. Users can change 𝑣 𝑓 during generation,

which is how prompt intervention is technically done.

5.3 Latent Representation Manipulation

Prompt stencil and overcoated generation require manipulation

in latent representations before the denoiser process. Specifically,

PromptPaint manipulates latent representations considering dif-

ferent areas with or without stencils and existing image content.

This approach is similar to image-to-image diffusion in previous

work [7]. For the area that is stenciled but does not have any image

content (Figure 10A1), no manipulation is performed. However,

for the stenciled area with image content (Figure 10A2), latent

representation is manipulated as follows:

𝑙𝑚,𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦) =

{

𝜈 (𝑙𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦), 𝑘), if 𝑘 < (1 − 𝑜/100) ∗ 𝐾.

𝑙𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦), if 𝑘 >= (1 − 𝑜/100) ∗ 𝐾.
(4)

As in the above equation, when the diffusion step (𝑘) is smaller than

the threshold (1 − 𝑜/100) ∗ 𝐾 (𝑜 is the overcoat ratio and 𝐾 is the

number of all diffusion steps), 𝑙𝑚,𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦) (the latent representation

after manipulation at the position of (𝑥,𝑦) and the step of 𝑘) is

replaced by 𝜈 (𝑙𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦), 𝑘) (where 𝑙𝐼 is the latent representation of

the existing image and 𝜈 (𝑙, 𝑘) is a function that adds noise to the

latent representation to the amount adequate to step 𝑘). Otherwise,

the latent representation would not be manipulated and Prompt-

Paint would use the reconstructed latent representation from the

scheduler algorithm. For unstenciled areas, the area of Figure 9B is

considered to have a white background. Then, the area of Figure 9B

and C would be replaced as follows:

𝑙𝑚,𝑘 (𝑥,𝑦) = 𝜈 (𝑙𝐼 (𝑥,𝑦), 𝑘) (5)

Therefore, these unstenciled areas are replaced by the latent repre-

sentation of existing images with noise added for each step. Note

that we adopted this approach instead of inpainting models [83] to

simulate łovercoatingž effects where an already-filled area needs

to maintain visual similarity with the additional generation on the

area.

5.4 Implementation

We implemented PromptPaint as a web app using HTML, CSS,

JavaScript, and React. For deploying a diffusion-based T2I model, we

built a WebSocket-based Flask server, as PromptPaint shows inter-

mediate generation results in real-time. For the T2I model, we used

Stable Diffusion [68], which uses UNet for the denoiser and the vari-

ational autoencoder for the decoder and encoder. For the UNet and

Table 1: Attributes used in characterization study.

Type Attributes

Objects tree, river, man, woman, dog, cat, love, hate

Styles cubist, surrealism, action painting, high renaissance,

impressionism, cyberpunk, unreal engine, VSCO

Specific

visual

attributes

vivid color, subtle color, rough texture, smooth tex-

ture, fine line, thick line, curvy shape, angular shape

the variational autoencoder models, we used runwayml/stable-

diffusion-v1-51. For the text encoder, we used the openai/clip-

vit-large-patch14 checkpoint2 of CLIP [64]. For the scheduler,

we used the DDIM scheduler [79] with a beta start of 8.5e-4, a beta

end of 1.2e-2, and a scaled linear beta schedule.

6 CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

Through a crowdsourced study, we characterize PromptPaint func-

tions in terms of how they allow users to iterate on the already

generated images by adding another attribute.

6.1 Conditions

We considered 1) prompt mixing, 2) directional prompt, 3)

prompt stencil, 4) prompt intervention, and 5) prompt con-

catenation. While the prompt stencil’s fundamental purpose is

not to add another attribute to existing images, we can repurpose

this to łovercoatž other visual elements on existing images. The

last condition, prompt concatenation, is textually adding another

attribute to the existing prompt (e.g., žmix of impressionism and

cubistž).

6.2 Dataset

To characterize each condition, we generated an experimental

dataset. When adding a new attribute, we considered three attribute

types: 1) objects, 2) styles, and 3) specific visual attributes. We

considered objects and styles, as they are often used as the most

basic attributes in T2I generation [53]. We additionally considered

specific visual attributes such as colors, textures, lines, and shapes,

as they are widely used to describe visual attributes in the practice

of visual arts [4]. Table 1 shows the descriptors we used for each

type. We used a subset of object and style descriptors from Liu

and Chilton [53]. We sample specific visual descriptors from art

learning materials [4].

With these attributes, we systematically generated pairs of im-

ages: an image generated with the initial prompt and an iterated

version that added another attribute. First, we chose a łtarget at-

tribute setž from objects, styles, and specific visual attributes, which

would be the type of attribute added in the iterated image. Then, we

sampled two attributes from the target attribute set, the łoriginal

attribute,ž to be included in the initial prompt, and the ładditional

attribute,ž to be added in the iterated image. Note that some pairs

of attributes can be semantically more relevant to each other than

1https://huggingface.co/runwayml/stable-diffusion-v1-5
2https://huggingface.co/openai/clip-vit-large-patch14
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other pairs (e.g., man and woman). Below, we show how the gen-

eration can be different between more and less relevant pairs. To

generate images, we needed attributes other than the target at-

tribute and the seed to initialize the noisy latent representation. For

example, when we use objects as target attributes, we would need

to have style attributes in the prompts. On the other hand, when

we pick specific visual attributes as target attributes, both style and

object attributes would be required. For a pair of target attributes,

we randomly sampled two sets of other attributes and seeds.

For each set of attributes (original, additional, and non-target)

and seed, we generated images with varyingweights and conditions.

For prompt mixing, with varying weights, we interpolated vector

embeddings of two prompts (one with an original attribute and

non-target attributes and the other with an additional attribute and

non-target attributes). Note that whenwe composed the text prompt

with different attributes, we combined them with commas, in the

order of object, style, and the specific attribute (if considered). For

directional prompt, we calculated a directional vector between

the original and additional attributes and added it to the prompt

composed of the original and non-target attributes with different

weights. For prompt stencil, we first generated an image with the

prompt of the original and non-target attributes and did an overcoat

with the prompt of the additional and non-target attributes. Here,

we varied the level of the overcoat with the weight. When we added

noise to the overcoating, we used a seed that was different from

the seed we sampled before (as using the same seed resulted in a

low-quality image). We fixed this seed across different overcoat

weights. For prompt intervention, we first started the generation

with the prompt of the original and non-target attributes. Then, at

a specific moment of the generation, we changed it to the prompt

of the additional and non-target attributes. In this case, with higher

weights, we changed the prompt earlier. For these approaches,

we used three weights, 0.25, 0.5, and 0.75, on a scale of 0 to 1. For

prompt concatenation, we combined all of the original, additional,

and non-target attributes in the prompt (e.g., łthe mix of cat and

dog, impressionismž). With these approaches, we generated 4368

image pairs for all target attribute types, using 50 diffusion steps

with the guide scale set to 7.5.

6.3 Metrics

We considered four metrics: 1) how clearly the new attribute is

added (addition), 2) how clearly the original attribute persists

(remain), 3) how similar the newly generated image is to the orig-

inal image (similarity), and 4) the specific way in which the

new attribute is added (addition approach). For metrics other

than addition approach, we used a 7-level Likert scale to gather

answers. For the addition approach question, options varied de-

pending on the types of attributes added, as in Table 2.

6.4 Procedure

For generated image pairs, we conducted a characterization study

on Amazon Mechanical Turk. We showed each crowd worker ten

pairs of randomly sampled images. For pairs generated with the

target attribute of styles, we included examples of each style so that

those who do not know the style terms can see examples. For each

pair, we asked the worker four questions about all metrics. One pair

Table 2: Options used for addition approach questions.

Bolded text indicates the option name.

Options of addition approach questions

For styles and

specific visual

attributes

original attribute and additional attribute

are both applied in the new image, but largely to

different places/things in the image. (Separate)

For objects

original attribute and additional attribute

are placed together in the new image as separate

objects. (Separate)

The new image is original attribute-shaped

additional attribute. (O-Shaped A)

The new image is additional attribute-shaped

original attribute. (A-Shaped O)

Common

additional attribute is added to the new im-

age, but not in the ways described above. (Mixed)

additional attribute is not added to the new

image, but the image changed. (NoMixChange)

additional attribute is not added to the

new image, and the image did not change.

(NoMixNoChange)

in each set showed identical images and was used as an attention

check. Crowd works were filtered if they answered the similarity

metric at lower than 6 (of 7) or their answer to the addition

approach metric was something other than NoMixNoChange (Ta-

ble 2). We also filtered out a worker’s answers when they answered

in streaks of the same value for addition, remain, and similarity.

Specifically, we filtered out the worker’s answer if the ratio of the

same value is higher than 70%. We recruited workers with an ac-

ceptance rate higher than 98% and an accepted HIT number greater

than 10,000. We only recruited workers in the US and paid them

$1.50 (9-minute task, $10/hr payment rate).

6.5 Result

Figure 13 shows the addition, remain, and similarity results for

each target attribute. Figure 14 presents how mixtures of prompts

with different conditions andweights resulted in different addition

approaches. For all attributes and conditions that can be weighted,

the increase of weights resulted in higher addition while decreas-

ing remain and similarity, with more addition approaches

other than NoMixChange and NoMixNoChange. There were clear

trade-offs between conditions: those approaches that more clearly

add new attributes tend to lose the original attribute and the simi-

larity to the original image. Overall, prompt intervention induced

the minimal addition of the new attribute while highly maintain-

ing the original attribute and the similarity to the original image.

Other conditions followed in manifesting such patterns: prompt

stencil, directional prompt, and prompt mixing (in that order). The

specific trend varied between different target attributes. With the

target attribute of objects and styles, prompt stencil and prompt

intervention had similar remain and similarity scores, where

prompt mixing and directional prompting formed another group.

For specific visual attributes, remain and similarity gradually

changed with weight change, which would be because the added

attribute is a smaller part of the whole image.
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Figure 13: addition, remain, and similarity of different con-

ditions and target attributes. The shaded areas indicate 95%

confidence intervals.

Figure 14: addition approach of different conditions and

target attributes. For objects, we also show the results that

only consider pairs consisting of closely relevant objects.

With addition approaches, prompt intervention had a low rate

of changing images with low weights (i.e., high NoMixNoChange),

followed by prompt stencil. For the target attributes of objects and

Table 3: User study participants, with their expertise in visual

arts, the domain of interest, and experience in T2I models.

Visual art Year Domain T2I

P1 Hobbyist 5 Vector arts Yes

P2 Hobbyist 10 Paintings, cartoons, graphic arts No

P3 Hobbyist 20 Sketches, paintings No

P4 Hobbyist 30 Simple drawings, paintings Yes

P5 Novice N/A N/A No

P6 Novice N/A N/A Yes

P7 Hobbyist 3 Sketches No

P8 Novice N/A N/A No

styles, as weights increase, these rates for prompt intervention and

prompt stencil increase to those of prompt mixing and directional

prompt. Only for the target attribute of specific visual attributes,

prompt intervention changes images in a lower rate than other

conditions even with increased weights.

Concatenation could add the new attribute while remaining the

original attribute, but it produced images not very similar to the

original image. Moreover, concatenation of objects more frequently

placed separate objects rather than mixing them.

For objects, the distribution of addition approaches could be

different when only considering pairs that are closely relevant (i.e.,

tree-river, woman-man, dog-cat, and love-hate). With relevant pairs,

there were more O-shaped-A or A-shaped-O, potentially as two

mixed objects were semantically relevant (sometimes, even visually).

At the weight of 0.5, directional prompt and prompt intervention

has high rates of O-shaped-A and A-shaped-O, while those rates for

prompt stencil were low with the weight of 0.5. With high weights

(0.75), prompt intervention had the highest rate of O-shaped-A and

A-shaped-O.

7 USER STUDY

We conducted a user study to understand how PromptPaint extends

the use of diffusion-based T2I models with interactions inspired by

how we handle paint mediums. We focussed on how interactions

of PromptPaint could affect the user’s experience in exploring and

steering T2I generations to łcreatež visual artifacts. Therefore, we

conducted an observational study with qualitative analysis.

7.1 Participants

We recruited eight participants (five females and three males, ages

22-51, M=28, SD=9.53) through university mailing lists. We asked

participants to do a prescreening survey, checking if they can par-

ticipate, as the study requires participants to see and hear. We

recruited hobbyists or novices in visual arts, as experts would be

less likely to use automated generation tools in their practice (i.e.,

they have the expertise to create visual arts by themselves). During

the study, we asked them to complete a prescreening survey that

asked about their experience in visual arts and T2I models, whose

results are summarized in Table 3. We gave each participant an

Amazon gift card worth $20.
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7.2 Procedure

We conducted an in-person lab study. We first asked participants to

complete a pre-survey. Then, we showed the participants a video

with an overview of the study (5 minutes). As we asked participants

to think aloud during the study, this video instructed participants

about the concept and an example of think-aloud. The video also

introduced the basic functions of PromptPaint, which are raster

image editing functions other than image generation (e.g., brushing,

erasing). Then, the video explained how to generate images with

a single prompt. After the first video, we asked the participants

to try the functions in PromptPaint. The participants then went

through four rounds of task sessions for four functions, in the

order of prompt mixing, directional prompt, prompt intervention,

and prompt stencil. The participants went through the fixed order

since the latter functions require knowledge of the previous ones.

For each task session, participants went through four steps: 1)

watching an instruction video, 2) trying out the function as a tutorial

with the researcher’s guidance, 3) freely creating visual artifacts

as they want, while thinking aloud, and 4) completing a post-task

survey. Each instruction video took 1-2 minutes. Each tutorial took

about 5 minutes. We gave 10 minutes for each creation task and

asked the participants to actively try the newly learned function.

Post-task surveys asked participants if the function they had just

tried facilitated 1) control of image generation or 2) exploration

of good surprises. After all functions, participants were asked to

complete an exit survey, which asks about the general usage of

the tool. This survey asked questions in the creativity support

index [14], except those that questioned whether the tool helped

collaboration. The post-survey also asked about the participant’s

sense of ownership and contribution, and if they felt they were

collaborating with the system. After the post-survey, we conducted

a short interview. In the interview, we asked about their strategies

for using PromptPaint, how they felt about the ownership of the

artifacts, and their impression of the four functions. The entire

study took no more than 100 minutes.

7.3 Results

We report on the results of surveys, observations of the task with

think-aloud, and interviews.

7.3.1 Survey results. Figure 15 shows the results on the creativ-

ity support indexes. Participants were generally positive about

PromptPaint, perceiving that it facilitated enjoyment, exploration,

expressiveness, and immersion, while the results were worth their

effort. However, there was one participant who responded neu-

trally or negatively to these questions. In this case, the participant

had very concrete expectations of what they wanted. For immer-

sion, there was one participant who answered negatively about the

immersive aspect of the tool.

Figure 16 shows how participants felt about ownership of the

generated images, how much contribution they made (compared to

AI), and whether they collaborated with PromptPaint in creating

the artifact. Interestingly, participants felt that AI contributed more,

but many still answered that they have some ownership of the

generated artifact. At the same time, participants tended to answer

that they ‘collaborated’ with PromptPaint.

Figure 17 shows the participants’ perceptions on how each func-

tion supported 1) the control of generation and 2) the exploration

of interesting and good surprises. Overall, participants perceived

all functions positively. While it is difficult to learn significant

differences between functions due to the small size of the data,

participants tend to perceive that the prompt stencil helped the

most with controlling and exploring generation, while intervention

prompts helped the least.

7.3.2 Qualitative Results. For qualitative results, we analyzed think-

aloud, screen recording, and interviews by iterative coding with

inductive analysis. We present findings on four functions, trade-offs

in designs, the complexity of AI, and ownership issues.

Four functions. As seen in Figure 18, prompt mixing allowed

participants to explore the image space that is difficult to describe

verbally (N=7). Some participants mentioned that visualization and

interactions on the Prompt Palette interface helped them explore

and manipulate the prompt semantics (N=2). One interesting thing

that one of our participants (P1) discovered was that when two

prompts are semantically far, mixing concepts does not change

the image linearly, but more in drastic łsteps.ž For example, in

Figure 19, P1 tried to mix two prompts, łColorful 8k photograph

of a man’s facež and łSatellite image in North America.ž Here, at a

certain boundary, a small increase of weights on one prompt could

drastically change the image, indicating that the interpolation did

not impact the result linearly.

Directional prompts could help participants add attributes that

do not exist within the first prompt they have tried (N=6, Figure 20).

P3 mentioned that the function helped explore and do fine-grained

controls between two opposite concepts: łI think the strength of

this is like you can see how opposed things are, and how it is seen in

between . . . Basically this function allows you to explores something

that is in-between. Sometimes it’s very difficult to imagine things, and

this would have been very helpful in that.ž One challenge in using

directional prompts was deciding on two semantically opposite

prompts (N=5). The participants expected that PromptPaint could

have recommended the options for opposite prompts after the user

inputs one prompt. In other cases, the way the participants interpret

the prompts did not align with PromptPaint’s. We return to this

below.

Prompt stencil allowed users to perform fine-grained controls

with localized image generation (N=7). As in Figure 21, participants

could gradually create the image by adding and changing visual

elements in the scene. Participants could also adjust the overcoat

level to generate partial images that are more or less similar to the

existing ones. However, the prompt stencil also had limitations. For

example, as in ła mystical elf druidž in Figure 21, newly generated

parts could be incomplete. Furthermore, as in ła face of a happy

womanž of Figure 21, generated images could be mismatched with

the existing ones. In some cases, the style of the newly generated

images did not match the existing ones.

Participants thought that prompt intervention allows them to

generate interesting mixes of prompts (N=6). P2, who created the

image in Figure 22, mentioned: łI think the strength of that is making

something completely ridiculous and fun and changing an aspect of

something to match something else.ž However, prompt intervention

was the most difficult to use (N=5). Some participants were unable
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Figure 15: The histogram of responses on the creativity support index questions. The high score indicates that the participant

perceived that PromptPaint supports the criteria.
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Figure 16: The histogram of responses to the question about

the sense of ownership, contribution, and collaboration. The

higher the scores, the participant felt that they have more

ownership than PromptPaint, they contributed more than

AI, and they collaborated with AI functions.
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Figure 17: Comparison of four different functions on if they

helpedwith 1) controlling or 2) exploring generation. mix, dir,

int, and sten stand for prompt mixing, directional prompt,

prompt intervention, and prompt stencil, respectively. The

error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

to create a satisfactory image. It was due to the difficulty of deciding

when to switch prompts as it was hard to guess the result only by

seeing intermediate generation results (i.e., noisy images during the

diffusion process). The interface showing all previous generations

(in the prompt palette in Figure 1c) could help users understand

the previous generations they have tried (N=3) and iterate on the

prompt intervention. However, it was easy to clutter the interface

with multiple rounds of iteration.

Figure 18: Prompt mixing from P5. By mixing semantically

close prompts, the user can control the generation to explore

the image space in between.

Figure 19: Prompt mixing from P1. For semantically far

prompts, interpolation of vector-embedded prompts some-

times did not result in images with a mixture of concepts.

Figure 20: Directional prompt from P6.

Design Trade-offs. Participants mentioned two potential trade-

offs in the design of T2I generation tools. The first was the design

trade-off between focusing on one canvas versus curating many

results (N=2). We designed PromptPaint to allow users to iterate
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Figure 21: Prompt stencil from P2.

Figure 22: Prompt intervention from P2.

on a single canvas, giving users the experience closer to łgradually

creating an image.ž However, due to stochasticity in the diffusion

model (e.g., randomness from different seeds), participants found

that seeing multiple results would be helpful in some cases. Fur-

thermore, we designed PromptPaint to allow users to have more

controls and interventions. For example, the tool allows users to

have a high degree of freedom to change the prompts during gen-

eration. Although such designs open up new interactions in using

diffusion-based T2I tools, some users found such designs toomanual

(N=2). Participants mentioned that the balance between automation

and manual interventions would help.

High Complexity and Randomness of AI. Participants mentioned

that the high complexity and randomness of AI behaviors were

limitations of PromptPaint (N=7). Such complexity and random-

ness could make the generation result misaligned from the user’s

intention. Dissatisfaction tends to be more intense when the user

has a more concrete picture of what they want. For example, P7

thought that prompt stencils often failed to generate image parts

with consistent perspectives and was most dissatisfied with the

prompt stencil. To facilitate generative AI even with such barriers,

participants adopted some strategies. Some tried to understand

how AI works in simple settings (e.g., using a single prompt) and

then applied more complex functions (e.g., prompt mixing) based

on their understanding (N=2). Some tried to understand how the

model łinterpretž prompts by using functions that interpolate or

shift the semantics of the prompts (N=2). For example, P1 interpo-

lated the prompts of an apple and a pear to learn how the machine

interprets the attributes of each fruit.

Ownership and Contributions. Participants felt some ownership

of the resulting visual images (N=8), with varying degrees between

participants. They mentioned that they contributed high-level ideas,

while AI contributed low-level ideas and implementations. P1 men-

tioned that they became like łSteve Jobsž and AI would be łan

Apple employee,ž and P2 thought that using PromptPaint felt like

doing an art commission with more control. P5 felt less ownership

of the resulting piece because they were a novice in visual arts. P5

mentioned: łI think AI contributes more than me and it’s because I’m

a novice. I did not paint at all, and I don’t use any drawing software

as well. So I think all the beautiful images are created by AI instead

of me. I just specify the position, and it’s just parameters.ž Some

participants also mentioned that they felt more ownership in the

resulting artifacts if they align with what they expected (N=2). One

participant mentioned the potential issues in the legal ownership

of the generated artifacts, showing concerns about the copyright.

8 DISCUSSION

Based on the suggested design of generative tools and PromptPaint,

we discuss 1) the generalizability of paint-medium-like interactions

in generative tools, 2) the characterization of different approaches

to mixing prompts, 3) in-generation interactions for T2I models, 4)

design trade-offs in generative tools, 5) ownership issues, and 6)

limitations.

8.1 Paint-like Interactions for Generative Tools

We can apply the idea of paint-medium-like interactions beyond

PromptPaint. For mixing discrete semantics, we can easily replace

prompts with other inputs, such as examples. On the other hand,

we would need to redesign modularized generation specifications

for each content modality. For example, for the generation of 3D

models [41, 63], users would need to be able to select 3D parts

to iterate. Similarly, for content with sequential axes, such as text,

video, or music, the generation specification would need to consider

the sequential dimension [18]. In the interface, they can be instan-

tiated in sketches of different semantics along the sequential axis.

Interactions for modularized specifications would likely be more

complex for mediums with both spatial and sequential dimensions
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(e.g., videos). Still, the design pattern of applying different seman-

tics (analogically, colors) to different parts of the artifact would

generally hold across modalities.

For in-generation interventions, in PromptPaint, diffusion-based

T2I models used the earlier prompts to decide the overall form

and colors while using the later ones to render details. Similarly

to diffusion-based T2I models, models for other mediums can be

designed to gradually generate from łhigh-level characteristicsž to

łdetailsž to allow user interventions in a generation. For example,

music generation algorithms can generate, in the order of song

structures, bars with chords, notes in each bar, and then embellish-

ments such as legato or staccato.

8.2 Characterizing Approaches to Mix Prompts

Our characterization study revealed the pros and cons of approaches

to mix prompts. Prompt intervention and prompt stencil tend to

maintain the original attribute and similarity to the original image,

while prompt mixing and directional prompt tend to add the new

attribute with higher chances. All these approaches also have bene-

fits over concatenating prompts, as the user can adjust how much

of the new attribute to add. This characterization would guide us

in deciding the mixing approach that would best achieve a user’s

specific purpose. We argue that researchers need to conduct this

type of characterization for emerging T2I techniques, as with many

different approaches, we do not yet have a good understanding of

which would best fulfill a user’s specific intention.

8.3 Interaction for T2I models

PromptPaint allows users to interact with generative models dur-

ing the generation process by changing the prompts, with earlier

prompts forming the overall composition and later prompts decid-

ing on details. While participants found this function interesting,

they struggled to learn the best way to use it (specifically, for finding

the right moment to change the prompt). Seeing and interpreting

intermediate representations might help overcome the limitations.

For example, if the intermediate noise-added image has quite a

concrete object, it might indicate that changing the prompt would

not induce changes. However, not many users are familiar with

such noise-added images. Therefore, users would need to learn to

interpret noisy images, which places more load on users. Making

intermediate results more understandable to human users would

be an approach to facilitate in-generation interactions for diffusion-

based T2I models [8]. For example, diffusion models that gradually

concretize images from more pixelated ones would be more un-

derstandable to the users, allowing them to grasp what the model

might generate from the current intermediate step. Moreover, such

representations can allow users to edit the intermediate results. For

example, with pixelated intermediate images, if the user is gener-

ating a human face and spots a łblondež color in the area of hair,

they would be able to change the color of the hair by changing the

region to other colors.

We also emphasize that T2I models are quickly evolving, and

PromptPaint can be extended to new models. For example, with

models designed specifically for overcoating and inpainting [83],

prompt stencil interaction can be improved, and the user reaction

might likely change. In PromptPaint, we did not include negative

prompts [6]. This can be adopted into our interface, as either a

text box that applies to all of the user’s generation or as another

palette that allows users to flexibly define the negative semantics.

PromptPaint also does not include approaches that add structural

conditions, such as ControlNet [93]. Again, this also can be included

either by allowing the specification of those conditions during

prompt stencil or by training a ControlNet model that can condition

the generation with the rough stencils.

8.4 Design Trade-Offs in Generative Tools

From the user study, we found design trade-offs for generative

tools. First, while łcreation toolsž often assume a single artifact

to be created (e.g., a single canvas for image editors), due to the

complexity and randomness in generative models, generative tools

would require some łcurationž of multiple results. Providing both

features would allow steering experiences while addressing some

issues with the randomness of algorithms [12, 46]. For example, a

generative tool can have multiple rounds of interactions that first

receive user specifications, generate a set of candidates, allow users

to select one of them, and then iterate. For effective steering, other

control approaches, such as giving structural information of image

renditions [93], can be adopted. For effective curation, it would be

valuable to learn the user’s preferences during the interactions to

better align curated results with the user preferences. The second

trade-off is the balance between automation and manual controls.

With this trade-off, simple and automated interactions can be a

łlow thresholdž way to steer the generation, while more manual

steering interactions can be a łhigh ceilingž option [67].

8.5 Ownership of Generated Artifacts

Users of PromptPaint had some sense of ownership of the artifacts

generated, as they contributed high-level ideas. At the same time,

as PromptPaint contributed ideas and implementations of lower

levels, they would have felt less ownership than creating artifacts

themselves. For generative creation tools to secure the user’s sense

of ownership regarding the final artifacts, it would be important

to understand which aspects of artifact creation contribute to the

sense of ownership. For users who do not put a lot of value on

manual labor, automating some parts of the artifact creation would

not hurt the user’s sense of ownership much. However, if the user

values the skills and efforts involved in the creation of artifacts,

then automation would hurt the sense of ownership. Hence, the

tool would need to understand the user’s values and allow users to

select for which part they want to use generative AI. Ultimately, we

need to incorporate generative functions into existing workflows

so that we can preserve user values in their workflow [91].

Ownership is also a legal issue, such as not hurting copyrights.

As existing diffusion models could copy content from the training

dataset [78], it would be crucial to carefully curate the training

dataset so that users do not infringe the legal ownership during

their use. Although researchers have started to exclude images if

the original owners do not want their images in the dataset3, it

is still opt-out. Moreover, there could be some trade-offs between

3https://haveibeentrained.com/
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preserving legal ownership and having a large-scale dataset. Poten-

tially, the transformation of image data can be a way to balance the

preservation of ownership and the scale of the data.

8.6 Limitations

We did not compare interactions of PromptPaint to those of other

existing tools, as our studies focused on 1) comparing different

functions in combining semantics in prompts (Section 6) and 2)

qualitatively studying usage patterns with paint medium-like inter-

actions (Section 7). Asmany relevant T2I tools keep arising [1, 5, 80],

doing systematic analysis on different interaction modes would be

necessary for future work. Our qualitative study results can inform

specific future study designs. For example, users perceived the value

of iterative interactions in our tool while acknowledging the benefit

of seeing many results at once. Based on this, future comparative

studies can consider two dimensions, one being łfacilitation of

iterationž and the other being łshowing multiple results.ž

9 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduce an approach for interacting with gener-

ative models as if prompts were paint colors. This design approach

allows users to explore the semantic vector space in a way similar

to how we mix colors. They can also gradually build the artifact

with different semantics in a way similar to how we apply col-

ors to varying parts of the painting process and the canvas. We

are motivated by a desire to make end-to-end use of generation

models more flexible and gradual with iterative steering. We apply

the design approach in diffusion-based T2I models and introduce

PromptPaint. PromptPaint adopts four steering approaches, prompt

mixing, directional prompts, prompt intervention, and prompt sten-

cil. Through user studies, we characterize these approaches and

identify how people use the suggested interactions. Based on the

findings, we draw insights into how we should design and build

future generative tools.
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